Repetitive verbal behaviors are not always harmful signs: Compensatory plasticity within the language network in aphasia.
Repetitive verbal behaviors such as conduite d'approche (CdA) and mitigated echolalia (ME) are well-known phenomena since early descriptions of aphasia. Nevertheless, there is no substantial fresh knowledge on their clinical features, neural correlates and treatment interventions. In the present study we take advantage of three index cases of chronic fluent aphasia showing CdA, ME or both symptoms to dissect their clinical and neural signatures. Using multimodal neuroimaging (structural magnetic resonance imaging and [18]-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography during resting state), we found that despite of the heterogeneous lesions in terms of etiology (stroke, traumatic brain injury), volume and location, CdA was present when the lesion affected in greater extent the left dorsal language pathway, while ME resulted from preferential damage to the left ventral stream. The coexistence of CdA and ME was associated with involvement of areas overlapping with the structural lesions and metabolic derangements described in the subjects who showed one of these symptoms (CdA or ME). These findings suggest that CdA and ME represent the clinical expression of plastic changes that occur within the spared language network and its interconnected areas in order to compensate for the linguistic functions that previously relied on the activity of the damaged pathway. We discuss the results in the light of this idea and consider alternative undamaged neural networks that may support CdA and ME.